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NEWS OF THE ASSOCIATION. 
OFFICERS AND COMMITTEE 2020—2021 

President Sir William Fittall (1964 – 72) 
Past President Dr. John Allingham (1974 – 82) 
Chairman Jack Kremer (1943 – 49) 
Secretary Philip Harding (1967 – 75) 
Asst. Secretary Position vacant 
Treasurer Jonathan Fullarton 

Jonathan.Fullarton@mfw.co.uk 
(1997 – 2004) 

Membership 
Secretary, 
Webmaster 

Paul Skelton 
1905-2005@DoverGrammar.co.uk 

(1972 – 79) 
(1979 – 2005) 

Newsletter John Robertson 
John.Robertson8664@gmail.com 

(1976 – 83) 

Archivist Position vacant 
Auditor Neil Beverton (1974 – 80) 
Committee Barry Crush (1948 – 56), to retire 2020 

Rev. John Philpott (1955 – 63), to retire 2020 
Mick Palmer (1959 – 66), to retire 2020 
Maurice Smith (1959 – 89), to retire 2021 
Roger Gabriel (1966 – 73), to retire 2021 
Terry Sutton (1940 – 47), Co-opted 2014 
Peter Burville (1946 – 51), Co-opted 2014 

Headteacher Mr Philip Horstrup (2018 - ) 

Website 
Email 
Twitter 
Facebook 

http://dovergrammar.co.uk (Old) https://oldpharosians.org.uk/ (New) 
1905-2005@DoverGrammar.co.uk 
@DGSBPharosians 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/440388319493377/ 

Objects of the Association 

The objects of the Association are to advance the education of the pupils in the School; by 
providing and assisting in the provision of facilities for education at the School (not normally 
provided by the Local Authority) and as ancillary thereto and in furtherance of this object the 
Association may: 

(a) foster more extended relationships between the staff, old boys and others associated 
with the School: and  
(b) engage in activities which support the School and advance the education of the pupils 
attending it. 

mailto:Jonathan.Fullarton@mfw.co.uk
mailto:1905-2005@DoverGrammar.co.uk
mailto:John.Robertson8664@gmail.com
http://dovergrammar.co.uk/
mailto:1905-2005@DoverGrammar.co.uk
https://www.facebook.com/groups/440388319493377/
https://oldpharosians.org.uk/
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Editor’s Welcome 

Looking back over the last 12 months, 2020 could hardly have been more different. We have 
all needed to adapt to a new way of living and working and faced many, changing restrictions 
on our lives. With the sobriety of a new lockdown affecting the whole country, what better way 
to start the new year than with the latest selection of news, stories and correspondence from 
OPs? 

In October, we said goodbye to Michael Hinton. Michael was DGSB’s third headmaster, he led 
the school from 1960 – 68. We have a special tribute to Michael which contains many stories, 
recollections and anecdotes. I’m grateful to William, our president for co-ordinating submissions 
and assembling the tribute. 

Elsewhere, there are welcome contributions from OPs who have not written before. Pat 
Crosskerry tells us of his career as a sea rower. Starting on Deal beach and the choppy waters 
of the English Channel, Pat’s story culminates as he rows for Canada in the 1976 Olympic 
games. 

Martyn Webster has shared two thoroughly researched articles about the school. The first item 
is a resume of the school’s history, from its inception in 1905 up to the current day with the 
construction of new school buildings. Martyn’s second contribution is a fascinating insight into 
the design and construction of the current school buildings in the late 1920s. Martyn’s passion 
and fondness for the school and its buildings shines through in both articles. 

I was delighted to receive an update about the school’s Combined Cadet Force (CCF) from 
Flight Lieutenant Louis Martin. Many of us were members of the CCF whilst we were at school.  
I’m sure you will be pleased to hear that the CCF continues and is thriving. Louis has kindly 
agreed to provide further updates for future newsletters. 

I am always pleased to hear from Old Pharosians and welcome contributions for future 
newsletters. Please do get in touch to share your own news and memories of DGSB or to let 
me know of any additions you’d like to see in future newsletters.  

John Robertson – January 2021 

 

Notes from the President 

I shall be briefer than usual since there are already many words from me in this edition. It 
seemed right that we should mark the death in October of our oldest surviving headmaster, 
Michael Hinton, with some reflections so you will find a contribution from me and others who 
were at school in the sixties in the special section of this newsletter. 

Just as the deadline for this edition was passing, we received the sad news that our fifth 
headmaster, Neil Slater, had also died at his home in France at the age of 77 after battling 
cancer for a number of years. Neil came to the school as a Maths teacher in 1970, when I was 
in the sixth form. Like so many teachers from an earlier generation, he then stayed until 
retirement, becoming, first, deputy head then, after Reg Colman retired in 1990, headmaster. 
He retired in 2003. We hope to include more about his time at the school in our next edition. 

These continue to be strange, Covid stricken days. One silver lining to the encircling gloom was 
that the restrictions impelled us to have our AGM in September on Zoom. The 27 of us who 
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took part, plus the headmaster, found it a stimulating occasion as people joined us from as far 
afield as Bahrain, Seattle, Vancouver and the Isle of Skye. 

We had some valuable suggestions for ways of improving the life of the Association including 
a proposal that we should move to a universal membership model, under which all former pupils 
of the school would be members of the organisation. Moving away from a subscription model 
would make it easier for us to recruit school leavers and stay in touch with a wider group of 
people. Your Committee discussed this at its November meeting and was attracted to the idea. 
Implementation will require changing our constitution at next year’s AGM. I have agreed to chair 
a small group to do the necessary preparatory work. As my old Mum used to say: ‘no peace for 
the wicked’! 

 

William Fittall 

 

 

Head Teacher’s update 

If you had told me this time last year that we would by now be in our second period of national 
school closure, I am not sure I would have believed you. And yet here we are, Covid-19 
extending its vice-like grip on society and keeping us all shut away during these bleak winter 
months. With the exception of what DGSB went through during the Second World War, I am 
not sure that modern times have seen education affected in the way that this virus has caused 
us to change the entire nature of what we do. 

However.....whatever doesn't destroy you and all that. And, I am pleased to report, we are still 
here, still operating a full curriculum - albeit remotely, using Microsoft 365 and Zoom as part of 
our everyday lives - and still doing the best we can by our students. I would like at this juncture 
just to pause and pay tribute to everybody connected with "Team DGSB" - staff, students, 
parents, Governors, Old Pharosians; we have received such stellar support from so many 
different quarters, and I am hugely indebted to my staff for their resilience, determination, and 
positivity in such challenging times. They have been, quite simply, amazing. 

Whilst Terms 1 and 2 this academic year brought us something approaching normality, with 
students returning across the key stages - though in year group 'bubbles' separate out across 
the school in different, self-contained areas - the end of December brought an increasing 
number of Covid-19 cases among students and staff and oat the end of the Christmas holiday 
a new period of national school closure was announced. Our hope is that we will be able to 
return once the national vaccination programme has reached critical mass and look forward to 
doing so as soon as possible. 

In the meantime, our new school build is progressing well and provides that "light at the end of 
the tunnel" that we all so much crave at present. The steel structure is now almost complete 
and the concrete 'planks' which form the first and second floors are nearing completion. I am 
currently engaging with myriad meetings and sub-committees of the design and build process 
all of which give me great hope and optimism for the future of our school and something to cling 
on to in these dark days. 
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With GCSE and A Level examinations now once again confirmed not to be taking place this 
summer, we await further instruction from the DfE and OFQUAL as to how these years grades 
will be arrived at. We all hope - staff and students alike - that we will not see a repeat of last 
year's farcical events which did so much to disquiet our Year 11 and Year 13 students and I will 
be keeping a very close eye on all that comes out from central government in the weeks and 
months ahead. The most important thing at the moment is that students who are having to miss 
public examinations through no fault of their own - my own son among them, in Year 11 at his 
school - must not be disadvantaged in any way as they look towards the next stage of their 
lives. 

Finally, I would like to pay tribute to Neil Slater, whom many readers will remember and who 
served as Headteacher at DGSB from 1990 until 2003. He passed away recently at his home 
in the south of France, and I have been in regular contact with his son, Ben, since that time. 
Ben was thrilled to receive the collated book of condolences which we were able to send him a 
week or so ago and has been deeply touched by the many kind comments that former 
colleagues and students recorded. 

As we look towards a brighter future, please allow me to wish you all the very best at the start 
of this new calendar year. I look forward very much to seeing as many of you as possible once 
again, and as soon as circumstances allow. 

 

Fiat Lux. 

 

Phil Horstrup 

 

Headteacher, DGSB 

Currently reading "The Shining Girls", by Lauren Beukes 

 

Mr Philip Horstrup  

Headteacher  

Dover Grammar School for Boys     

www.dgsb.co.uk 
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The Revd. Dr Michael Hinton (1927-2020) 

 

 

 

The most striking fact is that this tribute and the fond reminiscences that follow from former 
DGSB pupils and staff are about a man who arrived at the school more than 60- and left it more 
than 50- years ago. He was just 32 when he was appointed headmaster and when he left, nine 
years later, he was succeeded by someone a year his senior. It scarcely occurred to us that 
someone so brimming with natural authority was younger than our parents. 

Michael Hinton was the middle of five headmasters- Fred Whitehouse, John (J.C.) Booth, Reg 
Colman and Neil Slater- who between them were at the helm for the first 98 years of the school’s 
existence. His headship was by some measure the shortest of the five. Yet it covered the 
period- from January 1960 to December 1968- when our society was changing at an 
unexpected and unusually turbulent pace. It fell to Michael Hinton to lead the school through 
these exciting times. 

He presided over a series of notable reforms- the arrival of modern maths, audio-visual French, 
Nuffield biology, computer science, a new and more international history syllabus, sex 
education, a school council. Not all the changes stood the test of time; I recall that he had 
introduced an extraordinarily over-elaborate 15 point grade system for half term reports from 
A* to E-. For some obscure reason this became 1-15 for end of term exams! 

In retirement he looked back with fondness on the Dover years as the most creative phase of 
his career. He and Jean revealed their affection for East Kent by returning to the area in 1985 
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when, following ordination and early retirement from teaching, he became vicar of 
Shepherdswell and served it as its vicar for ten years. At his second retirement they moved to 
the Gateway Flats and stayed for the rest of their lives (Jean died in 2009), except for Michael’s 
final couple of years in a clergy retirement home in Sussex. During his latter years, Michael was 
tireless in church and charity work, taking many funerals (including my mother’s) with great 
sensitivity. 

In those more deferential days of sixty years ago it was normal for pupils and their parents to 
look up to headteachers. But even by the norms of the day ‘Dr Hinton’ commanded a degree 
of respect verging on awe. He could quell any gathering with a glance. The ‘Dr’, a title he used 
much less in later life, was unusual in a grammar school master. He had all the energy, 
confidence and drive of a man in his thirties with exceptional talent. No problem was too difficult 
to tackle, no tradition too venerable to exempt it from critical scrutiny. 

I recall Ken Ruffell reminiscing indiscreetly in retirement about staff meetings in the early Hinton 
era. He said that nothing had prepared them for the experience. A long agenda would appear. 
The briskest of progress would be made. Those not used to such pace would struggle to keep 
up: ‘Headmaster, I was just wondering about such and such…’ ‘Mr Coveney, that was item 4, 
we are now on item 8.’ ‘Es war ein Diktat,’ Ken concluded. But everyone went with it because 
they recognised that here was a leader of outstanding energy, ability and vision. They knew too 
that his commitment to the school and to them was unswerving. 

Michael Hinton was a reformer, while also in many respects- as an Anglican lay reader, scout 
leader and lover of Gilbert and Sullivan- being traditional in his values and enthusiasms. He 
held to the classical view that education went much wider than giving pupils skills and 
knowledge in the classroom. Sport, clubs, the CCF, theatre, music, a debating society were all 
part of enabling body, mind and spirit to mature. Staff, still with considerable latitude over the 
curriculum and not too heavy a burden of lesson preparation, were expected to involve 
themselves in one or more of these extra-curricular activities. 

Like many others I owe him a huge debt of gratitude for the influence he had on the shape of 
my life. In about 1966 or 67, I went to his study to sign the ‘distinction book’ for some exam 
results. ‘What do you want to do when you grow up?’ he asked me. Like many lads from ordinary 
backgrounds I assumed that if you were bright you ended up as a teacher. He demurred. ‘You 
should think about Oxbridge and then the administrative civil service’ he said. I’d never heard 
of the administrative civil service. But less than a decade later, on leaving Oxford, I joined the 
Home Office. 

Half a century on, we gave a New Year’s party at our house in Saltwood for some people who 
had known me down the years to mark my retirement and the appearance of my name in the 
New Year’s honours list. There was no one who I was more moved to be able to welcome there 
that evening than Michael Hinton, by then physically very frail but still razor sharp, deeply 
interested in current affairs and full of Christian grace and compassion. 

William Fittall 64-72 

______________________________________ 
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It is hard to believe that I first met Dr Hinton sixty years ago – he arrived as a dynamic new 
young headmaster and I was in form 3A. I have many memories of him from while I was at 
school:  

• His daily whole school assemblies, and I recall being particularly fascinated by 
Screwtape. 

• He taught us RE when I was in form 4A. and that included the structure of the Bible. He 
also taught us RE in the Upper Sixth and these sessions were more like university 
seminars where ideas were flowing, but I largely listened, as I knew that I was unlikely 
ever to win an argument. I paid the price for that, as my subject report read “He thinks 
great thoughts and occasionally shares them with us.” Mm…..! He also taught us History 
of Science as a minority subject in the Middle Sixth: that course had not been a raging 
success in the Lower Sixth, and some of my peers had not been over-nice to the then 
teacher, so who characteristically took it over? And, of course, he made it a success 

• I thoroughly enjoyed his productions of Gilbert and Sullivan and also of Shakespeare, 
which were some of the highlights of my time at DGSB. I found fifty plus years later in 
another production that I could still sing much of “Trial by Jury” from memory. 

• He took a van load of us once or twice to see productions in London of what he was 
producing in school. 

• I remember his enthusiasm for rugby. 

• I think of sessions in the sixth form when he hosted the Phoenix Society. 

• I enjoyed telling him years later that it was his fault that I went to Cambridge. One day in 
1963 I received a summons to his study door and was told “Here is your application to 
Emmanuel College, Cambridge.” This came as a total surprise, but, being obedient in 
those days, I naturally replied “Yes, sir”, and went and completed it. And I am so grateful. 

• His one failure with me was to try and get me (and others) to switch to emulate his 
immaculate italic handwriting. It did not help that two of his colleagues very soon insisted 
that I revert to my previous script, and the outcome was a mongrel which was not 
improved by three years of university notes and then forty years of marking students’ 
work in small margins! 

So many good memories! Dr Hinton was a people headmaster who got to know many of us and 
who always gave support and encouragement. I consider myself very fortunate to have been a 
student at his school and I know that I owe him and his very professional colleagues a huge 
amount from both inside and outside the classroom. 

My father was a local county councillor at the time, and years later he told me that he regarded 
Michael’s appointment as one of the best things he contributed to as a councillor. I was very 
pleased to let Michael know that not so long ago. 

While I was teaching, a new colleague arrived who had known Michael at Weston-super-Mare, 
and I asked her about him. Her immediate response was that he was a teaching head – which 
could by no means be said of many of his colleagues by then. 

I also had the pleasure of meeting Michael again when he returned to Kent as vicar of 
Shepherdswell. When my father died – his last home was a return to Eythorne – my mother 
and I were in no doubt who we wanted to take his funeral if at all possible. Michael was 
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characteristically kind, supportive, and brilliant at that time. He also took the service at my 
mother’s first communion in Eythorne. 

In recent years a group of contemporaries have had the privilege and pleasure of meeting 
Michael on a number of occasions (even if it took me a while to feel able to call him Michael) 
firstly in Kent and then later at Lindfield. These were always joyful occasions, and I am so 
pleased that two of us went to see him about three weeks before he died. We sat out in the 
garden at Lindfield with him, and Michael was as sharp as ever; he told us that he was learning 
Greek to keep his mind active! I do not think that I will ever forget my final memory of him – we 
were trying to bump elbows, and he had a huge grin at this. I think that it is a wonderful final 
perception of a true kind Christian gentleman. 

John Newman 57-64 

 

My first memory of DGS was in September 1959 when I joined the school as a (barely) 11 year 
old. Mr. Booth looked a very austere figure as he swept down the isle of the hall heading for the 
stage, his black gown billowing behind him! By Christmas he had retired and in January 1960 
a new figure took his place. My chief memory of then is how young Dr. Hinton looked! 

I don’t recall seeing Dr. Hinton much during the next 5 years, my contact was with the teachers 
who taught us. The Headmaster appeared for assemblies and special occasions. But looking 
back with the experience of headship myself, I can see that his influence was everywhere. The 
school was generally calm and well ordered, the pupils generally well behaved, and I don’t 
recall any of my fellow pupils being sent to the head for disciplinary reasons. The teachers I 
remember were friendly and built good relationships with us. ‘Billy’ Baxter (French), Reg Payne 
(R.E. & Form Tutor), C.L.Evans (English), Ken Ruffell (Geography), Roy Peacock (History), Mr. 
Freeman (A Level History) and Ernie Large (Woodwork and Sailing) I have fond memories of. 

When I reached the Sixth Form I had more contact with Dr. Hinton. I was Captain of Sailing, a 
prefect and finally Deputy Head Prefect as well as a second tenor in The Pirates of 
Penzance!  We would spend most of our free time in the Prefects’ Room behind the stage, 
lounging on the old sofas and listening to pirate Radio London! Then there was lunch on a 
Wednesday sometimes with Dr. Hinton and the guest speaker for the 6th. Form who we might 
have to introduce or propose a vote of thanks for. There were discussions about who should 
become prefects and I particularly remember one occasion when we prefects wanted a 
particular person, Dr. Hinton said that the person had had a ‘chequered’ career in school, but 
allowed himself to be persuaded. When I left at the end of the Spring Term of 1967 to earn 
some money before I took up my teacher training place that September, Dr. Hinton was very 
understanding, and we had a very adult conversation. 

I have very positive memories of my time at DGS, of how we were encouraged to grow and 
given the freedom to mature into young men; of the good relationships that were formed with 
staff; of the pleasure of singing each morning in assembly as part of a large group of robust 
voices and of learning how to relate to other pupils as Captain of Sailing and a prefect. All that, 
I believe, was down to Dr. Hinton. He set the tone, he set the standards. It was his school, and 
we were all the better for it. 

Bob Fancourt 59 - 67 

______________________________________ 
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My father, David Bradley, was chair of the governors at the time of Michael's appointment to 
the school and (as always) he said nothing indiscreet about it - I recall only that he was 
impressed with Michael's doctorate. This must have been a rather unusual qualification at that 
time for appointment as a headmaster. 

Not long after he joined the school, I was a young lecturer at Cambridge and I heard that Michael 
wished to make a visit to the university to establish one or two links with colleges that might be 
helpful to DGSB leavers. I put him in touch with the senior tutor at Trinity Hall and the master 
of my old college, Emmanuel. 

Tony Bradley 45-52 

______________________________________ 

I have many clear memories of our Head, Dr Hinton. I remember him as authoritative yet fair, a 
person you could look up to but would not want to disobey. These were still the days of corporal 
punishment! 

I do think he made great efforts to ensure a good all-round education for boys and to widen 
horizons. His Gilbert & Sullivan productions are well-known of course although I only took part 
as part of an appreciative audience. I entered the sixth form as a decent exam performer but 
with limited outside interests. I benefited from taking part in the Phoenix Society, a group that 
he formed and that met outside hours, often in Dr Hinton’s house, where someone would 
present a paper on a topic of their choice and we would all discuss it. This was good experience 
- the first time I had ever done such a thing. 

Dr Hinton’s efforts (futile as it turned out) to get me into Cambridge involved lending me books 
which would widen my horizon. I am somewhat amused to remember that these included 
Saturday Night & Sunday Morning, a book on capital punishment and a history of the Second 
World War. 

My best personal memory of Dr Hinton’s concern for the individual is that on one occasion I 
actually forgot that an important exam (probably Geography ‘S’ level) was taking place in the 
morning rather than, as I had assumed, the afternoon. When I hadn’t turned up he actually 
drove down to our house in his minibus to pick me up – we didn’t have a phone in those days. 
I was duly rushed up to the school and as I recall took the exam in my slippers. 

The only thing I didn’t approve of was his banning of the scurrilous but most amusing rag written 
by a group of boys called ‘Opinion’ which ran from 1961 to 1964. But I can understand that it 
was getting a bit out of hand. 

So I do think he was a great leader for the school and surely enhanced its reputation. 

The only time I met him after leaving school was a few years ago when I travelled to hear him 
give a paper on Josephine Butler to the Dover Society. I chatted afterwards and was rather 
overwhelmed by his open and friendly response to me. 

Alan Brooks 59-66 

______________________________________ 
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Michael Hinton (aka "The Doc", "The Baron" or less sympathetically "Cyclops") was my only 
headmaster at DGSB as I attended 1960-67.  He only took my form for sex education lessons 
in the 5th form and taught us basic rugby skills in the lower school. As weak young 1st formers 
we were encouraged to practise tackling him round his thighs which were to us at the time quite 
solid & muscled - we all naturally bounced off him!!! I remember him caning me once for a long-
forgotten offence & Pug Murphy sent me to him for not trying at English essays. He could be 
very strict but very understanding. RIP, Sir. 

Bob Mitchell-King 60-67 

______________________________________ 

I do remember Michael Hinton officiated at my mother’s funeral in 2002, so 30 odd years after 
I left school, and he looked down at my shoes and said, “so you’re still not tying up your laces”. 
I was amazed that he had remembered my bad habit for all those years. Michael Hinton also 
said to me at the funeral “and I know your nickname for me.” I said “Really?” And he replied 
“Yes, Cyclops”. That really made me laugh at my mother’s funeral, which I think typifies 
Michael’s understanding nature. 

Paul Gibbs 61-68 

______________________________________ 

Michael Hinton took over as Headmaster not long after I first joined the school in 1967. He was, 
for me, a strangely remote figure, seen largely at distance during assemblies or at other school 
meetings. I'm sure he was a very capable administrator, but I have only three recollections of 
directly interacting with him. 

One was at the end of my tenure at DGSB, when he handed me the school's English Prize for 
that year. The other two were related, involved a tie, and were rather less pleasant. I was 
walking past his office one day and apparently had the top button of my shirt undone and my 
tie down a bit, a dress infraction which he instructed me to correct. It must have been only the 
next day or so when I made the same mistake - both in terms of the tie and in walking by his 
office while he happened to be coming out. He took one look at me, recognized me as the 
miserable boy he'd recently upbraided, and sternly proclaimed "Do up your tie, boy!", adding 
for good measure, "What are - you some kind of exhibitionist?!" I wasn't, but I never made the 
same mistake anywhere near him again! 

Phil Clapham 67-74 

______________________________________ 

Not from DGSB (I started the year after he left) but from when we moved to Shepherdswell in 
1990. Below is what my wife put on our village Facebook page when the news came out of his 
death: 

‘I remember when we first moved into the village and were unpacking, and Father Michael 
appeared on our doorstep to welcome us to the village. I was wearing a red 'Mental as anything' 
t-shirt. We welcomed him in, he was unfazed, and went on to baptise both of our children and 
confirm me. Sad to know he's no longer with us.’ 

Len Howell 70-77 

______________________________________  
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[Chris and Dave Hinton have offered this short fraternal dialogue on what it was like being the 
headmaster’s sons]  

Chris:  Looking back, what's interesting is how little it seemed to impinge on our lives that we 
were the headmaster's sons.   

Dave:  Yes, once we got to school, Dad was a remote figure, glimpsed far away in his black 
gown.  I can't remember ever meeting or talking to him during school hours.  

Chris: Any kind of informal exchange would have been embarrassing for both of us, I think. 
And he would have been very scrupulous about not giving us any privileges.  

Dave: I do remember hanging out with him in his study a couple of times at weekends. So I 
was allowed into that holy sanctum. But maybe that was when I was smaller, before I was 
actually a boy at the school. 

Chris: I liked the fact that he was known as "The Baron."  

Dave: That gave him a bit of glamour somehow! 

Chris: But, thinking about it now, it must have been awkward for the teachers and the other 
boys sometimes, to have the headmaster's sons in their class.  

Dave: Yes, but the amazing thing is that I don't have any memory of anyone being difficult or 
hostile because of it.   

Chris: I did hear once that someone was going to rough me up in a house rugby match because 
I was the Head’s son, and I went into the game with some trepidation - but nothing actually 
happened. 

Dave: I certainly remember that I was expected to do well academically. So there was some 
pressure in that. And I also felt that I wasn't allowed to be bad. I had a strong sense that I had 
to be well-behaved at all times, because otherwise it would be too embarrassing for Dad.  How 
about you? 

Chris: My natural instinct was to lie low, but I can certainly remember one time when I got into 
trouble. My friends and I used to try to get our bags into our form room early in the morning, so 
that we could go straight to assembly. Why??  I can't remember at all why that was a good idea!  
But I do remember being caught regularly by a nameless teacher doing this illegal act, and we 
were eventually offered the choice of the cane or lines. We chose the lines, but I often wonder 
why we got the choice! 

Dave:  Here's a weird thing. For years, you and me and Dad all went every day to the same 
school, but we all travelled separately. I have vivid memories of long waits for buses or getting 
driven by Mike Harrison's dad in his Cortina, but I can't remember ever actually going to school 
with Dad.    

Chris: I think sharing the journey with our friends was the important thing. But I do remember 
getting the odd lift home from Dad after sports practice. That was definitely a bonus.  
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Dave: In those days, I think the adult world in general was much more remote from the world 
of children than it is now. Don't you think that our friends and classmates were much more 
important and vivid to us than our parents and teachers?   

Chris: Maybe. My proudest memory of Dover Grammar is that I can still recite the entire register 
of my form. 

Dave: Go on then...  

Chris: Well, I won't show off by doing the whole thing but it starts with Batty and Burgess and 
ends with White and Winter!    

Christopher (1963-68) and David (1965-1968) Hinton 

______________________________________ 

The first comment is about seeing his knees. He was such a commanding figure in his gown 
(more about that later...) but I twice recall seeing him in shorts. The first was at the massed 
Dover District scout and cub parade on the car park near St Mary’s when, as District 
Commissioner in his scout uniform, he was in public prominence. (At one stage, he set up a 
scout troop at the school, although I didn’t belong to that.). The other was somehow more 
impressive. I was at school on a Saturday morning playing in a junior house match when 
Michael appeared in his sports kit to referee another game (can’t remember if it would have 
been football or rugby). Somehow it made him seem considerably more human. 

Back to his gown. As you will recall, his study overlooked the top quad. One morning break, a 
fight began and the usual chorus of “fight, fight, fight...” broke out with a large audience circling 
around it. On this occasion, it wasn’t Sandy Pitceathly or Harry Seeds who appeared from the 
staff room to break it up - it was MGH sweeping down the steps from the Hall corridor, his gown 
flowing behind him. Silence fell immediately and the crowd parted like the Red Sea. His total 
control restored order, although I suspect the two culprits were dealt a little 1960s-type justice 
later on in his study. 

He was formidable and slightly scary. You were never quite sure which one of his eyes was the 
one that worked and was actually looking at you. He was fondly remembered by Miss 
Rookwood, who attended St Andrew’s Church where I was a chorister. Each Christmas, she 
asked me to deliver a small gift and card to Dr Hinton and pressing the buzzer on his study door 
and awaiting the lit-up reply to enter was still slightly intimidating, even though he was delighted 
with the reason for being disturbed. 

I also recall his very stylish italic handwriting. Having an additional comment from him on your 
school report was something to treasure. 

His career move in 1968 meant that the planned production of ‘Iolanthe’ never took place.  As 
I often sang treble solos at the time and my voice hadn’t broken, at least I was spared the dodgy 
experience of being cast in a female role in a Gilbert & Sullivan operetta - something which 
wasn’t avoided by some of my near-contemporaries in the years above me....!  

Richard Gretton 65-73 

______________________________________ 
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Although as head he did not take many lessons, shortly after joining the school he took our form 
for a games period. In this he introduced us to the laws and tactics of rugby, a game which few, 
if any, of us knew much about although of course many of us were very keen footballers (the 
soccer variety). One of his first comments to us was that whereas in football it is the backs that 
do most of the hard unglamourous work while the forwards do the scoring and get the glory, in 
rugby the reverse is true. As I became more acquainted with the game of rugby, I realised what 
a shrewd and accurate observation this was, and I still recall it when watching these sports 
today some 60 years later. 

Mick Palmer 59-66 

______________________________________ 

Michael came to us from The Royal Grammar School at Lancaster where he was head of 
History. I was appointed to the staff at D.G.S.B. by J.C. Booth in September 1959, one term 
before Michael arrived; I never let him forget it! 

He was reputed at his interview to have been asked “Do you not think you are rather young for 
this post?” (He was 32). His reply was “I thought I might have left it too late, after all we had a 
Prime Minister appointed at a younger age than mine.”1 

He arrived quietly enough and little changed while he absorbed the school as it was for two 
terms. Come September 1960 everything changed! We were working a five day week of seven 
periods a day, each of forty five minutes. Under his new plan we were to work a forty period 
week but he assured us that the time spent with the boys was no longer as we finished at 
3.25pm on Fridays instead of 4pm! This enabled him to extend the opportunities and flexibility 
of the curriculum. 

His mind was ever active and I was always fearful of meeting him in the corridor and he would 
ask me to do even more and want it done yesterday! 

I remember his saying (perhaps in a staff meeting) that you made a better schoolmaster if you 
had your own children – I resented that because our own children had not, by then, arrived. I 
believe he was right. 

His policies always got through staff meetings successfully – he invited questions or criticism 
but cleverly had always sat on the “other side of the table” beforehand and therefore had his 
answers already worked out! 

He was always very supportive of Alec Coveney, Ernie Large and me regarding our technical 
studies department – perhaps he regarded the subject as an omission in his own education and 
supported us more. 

The quality of his annual stage productions of Shakespeare or the work of Gilbert and Sullivan 
was excellent because the boys had to do it his way as he was the Headmaster/producer! 

 
1 There is an alternative version of this selection interview story which involves Michael Hinton referring not to  Pitt the 
Younger (who had become Prime Minister at 24) but his father who, not yet Prime Minister but a rising star, said during a 
Commons speech in 1741 when he was 32 years old: : ‘the atrocious crime of being a young man….I shall neither attempt 
to palliate or deny.’ I have a distant but distinct memory of having heard David Bradley, then chair of governors, quote this 
version at a school event during the mid-1960s before adding: ‘At that moment, we knew we had the right man!’ WF] 
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I owe Michael a great deal – he taught me how to be a better schoolmaster by his example and 
by himself being a very good strong Christian. The school thrived under his leadership as many 
can testify. 

To conclude with a memory of his imminent departure to Sevenoaks school – the occasion the 
annual cricket match between the school and the old boys – present was Ted Baker who had 
been Fred Whitehouse’s school secretary and was called upon to say a few words of departure 
on behalf of the Old Pharosians – he criticised Michael for daring to think that moving to any 
other school might be seen as promotion from D.G.S.B.! 

Michael, thank you for everything and may God bless you. 

Maurice Smith (Staff 59 – 89) 

______________________________________ 

[The following is an edited extract of what Martyn Webster sent in. We are hugely in his debt 
for discovering two fascinating historical records, which are reproduced below his remarks] 

Dr.Hinton (as he was always known in Dover) was my Headmaster at Dover Grammar School 
for Boys during my years there between 1960-1967. 

Both he and I were new to the school at just about the same time in the 1959-1960-1961 school 
years, he aged 32/3 and I aged 11. His appointment there started on 1st January 1960 upon 
the retirement of his predecessor Mr John C. Booth, mine in the 1960 autumn term. 

The fact that he had overcome the handicap of losing an eye in his youth and not allowed it to 
be an impediment to his life’s achievement is hard to comprehend and to his great credit. A 
particular feature of his time at DGSB was his talent for producing Gilbert & Sullivan operas, 
Trial by Jury, Patience, The Pirates of Penzance, which were among the DGSB’s finest 
dramatic achievements. Also he pioneered the making of the school film “School on the Hill” in 
1965.It seems he may have acquired the experience for these at his previous school Lancaster 
Royal School, whose records show that during his time there before Dover, similar productions 
were produced. 

It seems fitting that Dr. Hinton’s last days should coincide with the very time when the iconic 
buildings in which he held such an influential sway between 1960 and 1968 are approaching 
their own final days as the new school buildings are being constructed on the top field to replace 
the old. Neither his nor their like will ever be seen again alas. 

May he and they rest in peace and their spirit live on in their memory to the future. 

Martyn Webster (60-67) 
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[These are extracts from an interview Michael Hinton gave on 25th January 2010 to Nicola 
Sheldon of the Institute of Historical Research as part of its History in Education Project. The 
transcript of the whole interview is available online] 

I was born in Bristol in 1927.  My father was a schoolmaster, my mother was a nurse.  My 
mother gave up fulltime nursing when she got married but carried on on a part-time basis.  I 
went to Bristol Grammar School Prep School and then to Bristol Grammar School.  I had a 
rather disrupted secondary education because it was during the Second World War and of 
course Bristol was bombed quite heavily.  My mother died in 1940 and we were looked after by 
a housekeeper after that. I had a very happy time at Bristol Grammar School, specially the latter 
years there, and in 1945 I went up to Merton College with a postmastership [Merton’s term for 
a scholarship].  Three years at Merton and then a year at the Institute of Education in London, 
and then after that I went into teaching. 

So did you know you wanted to be a teacher right from the very beginning? 

Well, apart from a few childish fantasies, yes.  Yes, I wanted to be a head from the very 
beginning … 

What inspired you to do that? 

Well, it wasn’t my father because I think if anything, he exercised his influence in the other 
direction.  I think it was that I was so happy at Bristol Grammar School and I couldn’t imagine 
anything I’d rather do than be head of a grammar school. 

So, when you actually got into the classroom, how long did it take you to become confident and 
start using some of these new ideas? 

My first job was at Reading School, which was a grammar school.  It was the easiest school I 
ever taught in and I can remember asking the head of history some question when I went there 
and he said, ‘Hinton, I teach as I see fit, you teach as you see fit, we have nothing to say to 
each other’.  And that was it.  Each teacher was king of his classroom and taught as he saw fit 
and that actually helped me enormously because I was able to do things that my colleagues 
would have shrunk from doing.   

But you were fortunately confident enough to do it.  

I was a very brash young man, and I was quite happy to try things out.  The most famous thing 
I did, which actually got an article in the school magazine, was to make a filmstrip.  That was 
thought to be the last level of sophistication at that time, to get a class to make a filmstrip. In 
1954, then I went to Lancaster Royal Grammar School as the head of history. 

So, thinking back to those days in the classroom, what topics of history or kind of history did 
you enjoy teaching? 

Well, I’m afraid I was always a great one for battles.  I love military history and I think the period 
that I probably enjoy teaching most of all was the Revolutionary Napoleonic Wars.  And the fact 
that I did my PhD in that period2 of course confirmed my interest in it.  I remember very vividly 
when I was doing my teaching practice, I was at Hackney Downs Grammar School, which was 
quite a well-known school in those days, it later had a tragic history.  But I had a very sticky ‘C’ 
class there, bottom stream, and I had a lot of problems with them until one lesson I taught them 
about what, must have been I think a sixteenth century ship was like, with drawings and so on 

 
2 On the British general elections of 1806 and 1807. 
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and they were absolutely rapt by it and I thought well, if you get the right topic you can get the 
interest even of quite disruptive classes, so that was a useful lesson for me.   

Did you have any disruptive classes either at Reading or at Lancaster? 

No, I mean you really, if you were confident and on top of your subject, you weren’t going to 
have problems in that kind of grammar school.  Any problems I ever had with disruptive classes 
came when I was at comprehensive school later on. 

So, could you tell me a bit about Lancaster – how many years were you at Lancaster and was 
it a different experience to Reading or very similar? 

It was, yes.  It was also a school with boarders, but it was a local authority grammar school, it 
was a bit more rough and ready than Reading, a little bit more difficult to teach in but not much 
and I had a very sympathetic headmaster, a great man I thought at the time, and I was 
appointed because the history department had collapsed really.  I had to try and resuscitate it 
and it was very easily done because you just had to teach the boys competently and they would 
respond.  And I still remember, I constructed the history syllabus in about half an hour.  I just 
sat down and divided English history into chunks, and we taught English history in these 
chunks. 

Some new people were appointed while I was there, and we did work much more closely 
together.  But still of course, you were king in your classroom the main thing.  All that mattered 
was that you kept order and got good results.   

In 1960 I went as head to the grammar school here in Dover and I was a very young head, so 
I left my staff very much to teach as they saw fit, but I remember that the history teacher, (E.W. 
Lister) who was a very interesting man [laughs], man of history, a very volcanic man and a very 
fierce disciplinarian.  He decided that he would teach some Chinese history and I think some 
Persian history or something like that3 he wanted to be radical while I was there.  So of course, 
it was still talk and chalk, they didn’t do just English history, they did something else.  Other 
than that, I didn’t have any influence on the history teaching there, but by that time I was a 
senior examiner so I was having quite an influence on what was set in the A level English history 
for Cambridge 

So, in your career, how long were you at Dover then? 

Till ’68 and I went to Sevenoaks School which I was head there for a couple of years. 

And that was a comprehensive school? 

No that was a public school. That was a very unhappy experience. It was the time when they 
were thinking that the state and the independent systems could be amalgamated, integrated, 
and when I applied, I said that I believed in the comprehensive principle, which I’d been 
converted to by then, and I believed that the two systems should be integrated.  Despite that, 
they appointed me, but it turned out almost immediately that it was impossible, you can’t, you 
just can’t do it.  They’re there for privilege, the independent schools, if you begin to diminish the 
privileges the parents aren’t prepared to pay any longer, so I was in a hopeless position really.  
I left quite quickly. 

  

 
3 Indian, in fact, my year was the first to experience this innovation. WF. 
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And where did you go on to then? 

That was the comprehensive school.  I went to Weston-super-Mare and I was head of a school 
called Broadoak School, which was the bringing together of two grammar schools and a 
secondary modern school as a single comprehensive.  It was part of a comprehensive 
reorganisation in Weston. I think very strongly that the comprehensive principle is the right one 
and I’ve had to put my teaching where my opinions were, so to speak. 

How had you come to that conclusion during your period in teaching in the two grammar 
schools? 

Well, I came to that conclusion purely on Christian grounds.  If you think all children are of equal 
value, then you shouldn’t make artificial distinctions amongst them.  And if you think all children 
are unique, you shouldn’t think you can categorise them, you ought to have a system which 
treats all children according to their needs and allows for the fact that their needs differ infinitely.  
And the comprehensive school’s the nearest you can get to that.  But I have to say that this 
created a huge tension because my heart has always been a grammar school heart, it’s just 
my head and my spirit that are comprehensive. 

So, what were the challenges that you and your staff had to face in creating this new 
comprehensive school and adapting to this wide range of ability? 

Well, the challenges were infinite, but as far as the topic we’re talking about this morning, we 
decided that – at least I think I decided – that the first two years in the school, what really 
mattered was the maximum amount of pastoral care because everybody, at that time – I don’t 
know if you remember – but everybody said about comprehensive schools, they are too big.  I 
mean some of them were as big as Eton, so you see they must have been far too big. 

When I came to Dover, I put a lot of unexamined sixth form work in.  We used to have a lecture 
each week from a visiting speaker or I’d do it myself, which lasted a period.  The rest of that 
afternoon, the Wednesday afternoon would be given over to activities which might be athletic, 
but might be intellectual or practical or whatever, and we had at least three lessons a week 
which were given over to general studies, they had the choice of what they were going to do in 
those and I placed huge emphasis on the general studies programme.  And a few boys did the 
general studies – there was a general studies paper of course – and I remember disastrously 
persuading one boy to do that at Lancaster and he hated it because he was the only one doing 
it and so it cut him off from his friends, it was a great mistake on my part. 

But there was a concept of education as a thing stretching far beyond exams, which I think has 
probably been attenuated or almost destroyed now.  And of course, the main reason for that 
was that the staff didn’t have to do much work preparing lessons.  I mean I doubt if my 
colleagues at Reading ever prepared a lesson, they just went in and taught.  And for much of 
my teaching career I used the notes that I prepared at the beginning of it and I think that 
teachers have to work much much harder in class now than they used to for all sorts of reasons 
and they don’t have the energy that they used to have for outside activities. 
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[Martyn also discovered in the archives library of the Kent Education Committee at Maidstone 
a publicly available file which describes the interview by which he was first appointed as 
headmaster at Dover Grammar School for Boys, a post which had been advertised in the Times 
Educational Supplement of 21st August 1959. The fact that the interview was at Maidstone 
explains why Michael Hinton had not visited Dover or DGSB before being appointed- an 
incredible thought by today’s expectations.’] 

The interview summary reads thus: 

“Dr. M.G. Hinton 

Senior History Master – Lancaster Royal Grammar School. Aged 32. 

Tall, youngish, pleasant looking, one eyed. A man with an impressive academic record who 
would be quite at home in a university but has deliberately stuck to teaching. 

He struck us immediately as a quite exceptional candidate and it was a comfort to find that his 
obvious intense sincerity and rather solemn sense of purpose was tempered by a delightful 
sense of humour. Far more definite and thoughtful in his views than the average run of 
candidates and obviously a young man who will make his mark in one way or another. He is a 
lay reader and group scout leader. 

At the morning interview he was unanimously selected for the shortlist and at the final interview 
unanimously appointed as the successful candidate. 

I doubt if any recent appointment has been as easily made, and I am sure that no one so young 
has been appointed to a maintained school of this size and importance in Kent. If he fulfils his 
promises and if the one danger that his seriousness and single mindedness may lead him into 
difficulties is avoided, then this should prove an exceptionally fruitful appointment”. 

 

 

'OLD PHAROSIAN’s WEBSITE 

 

Since December 2019 we have been running two websites in parallel. The original site, 
designed by Paul Skelton, has given splendid service over the years but, like many of us, is 
now showing its age. It will be switched off during 2021. 

The new site already includes all the archives accessible on the old site and is where you will 
be directed from now on to read the latest newsletter. So it's not too soon to put the web address 
of the new site - 'oldpharosians.org.uk' - into your favourites instead of the domain of the old 
site - 'dovergrammar.co.uk'. 

 

William 

  

http://oldpharosians.org.uk/
http://dovergrammar.co.uk/
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From Deal beach to the Montreal Olympic basin  
Pat Crosskerry – 1953 - 1960 

Sometime in 1957, about the time that Elvis, Buddy Holly, and Fats Domino were emerging on 
the British music scene, a group of Deal boys in the fourth form at DCGS were musing about 
things to do. Mick McManus, I think it was, whose uncle was involved with the coastal rowing 
club at Deal, suggested we try to put a crew together to start rowing. Apparently, you had a 
better chance of getting something going there if you showed up as a four. We did, and it 
seemed like a good idea at the time. It wasn’t as though there weren’t plenty of sports to get 
involved in at the school, it was just that rowing was a little different. 

So, Dave Brady, Mick McManus, Dick Steer, and myself, a grammar school four, dutifully 
presented ourselves at the club on the seafront and asked to join. Shortly afterwards, we were 
getting instruction how to launch one of the heavy wooden fours that formed the backbone of 
Coastal Rowing. It entailed carrying it into the sea, often against breaking waves, and usually 
up to waist or chest high before it was clear of the beach and you could haul yourself up over 
the side. By the time you were on your seat, you were invariably soaked and cold, hanging on 
to a very wet oar handle, trying to make headway against the unfriendly waters of the English 
Channel. I remember thinking this was a particularly effective means of disturbing one’s comfort 
and well-being. On several occasions we sank during training, and even during the course of a 
race as rough water broke over the sides and filled the boat. It was not uncommon to make for 
the shore so that you could tip the water out to resume a race.  Nevertheless, through that 
Spring and Summer, we persisted and eventually were competing as novices on the South 
Coast rowing circuit. It was a good opportunity to see various coastal towns such as 
Eastbourne, Brighton, Herne Bay, Hastings, Bexhill and others. We particularly envied the 
advantage of Dover oarsmen with a protective harbour against the elements and currents.  
Eventually, mostly through a process of elimination as the fastest crews moved up to Junior 
competition, we were South-East Coast Novice champions. The crew was short-lived but Mick 
McManus was to excel in coastal rowing winning the Bideford Cup in 1963 at Southampton. 
This was the “champion of champions” senior fours event of the South Coast Rowing 
Associations. 

I had little further to do with rowing after that year, but when I arrived as an undergraduate at 
the University of Aberdeen, I decided to give it another go. Rowing on a river was quite a 
different proposition. You stepped off a dock, not even getting your feet wet and seated yourself 
in a narrow, finely built racing boat that floated on relatively calm water. I remember thinking 
this was a much softer option than my coastal experience. Eights could not be used in coastal 
rowing because of the stresses placed on a long hull in rough water, but now I could experience 
the exhilaration of being part of an eight with its collective power through the water, and usually 
not even getting wet! Mostly however, I continued in coxed fours, and after three years made it 
in a university four to the Scottish trials where we were narrowly defeated by a Scottish 
Argonauts crew. The Scottish Rowing Association later combined our crew with a Clydesdale 
four from Glasgow to compete as a representative Scottish eight at Trinity Regatta in Dublin in 
1967. 
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In 1968, I emigrated to Canada to attend graduate school at McMaster University. I thought I 
had finished with rowing but a friend persuaded me to join the university club and I had a year 
on the college circuit in Ontario. That led to me joining the Leander Boat Club in Hamilton and 
club rowing. The origins of the club date back to 1927. It had put up the bronze medal eight 
from the Los Angeles Olympics in 1932 and had contributed oarsmen to the Canadian Olympic 
team ever since. We had an outstanding coach, Jim Roche, himself a medallist from the Pan 
American Games in Chicago in 1957. He took our heavyweight eight to a win at the Canadian 
Henley Championships in 1974. I made it into a coxless four from the eight that was selected 
for the Provincial Championships and National Trials in Vancouver. We were runners-up to a 
Vancouver four in the final. In 1975, I was selected for the Canadian National Eight which 
competed at English Henley and Lucerne, and subsequently at the World Rowing 
Championships on the 2000-meter course at Holme Pierrepont at Nottingham. It was a slightly 
disquieting experience to be looking across at the familiar colours of the British Eight in the 
starting gates. In the Petite Finale we placed second to West Germany (as it was then), narrowly 
edging out the GB eight by a couple of seconds. 

After pair-racing trials in late 1975, I was invited to the Canadian Olympic training camp in 
Vancouver in 1976. From an initial pool of about 40 oarsmen, we were gradually trimmed down 
to the final team of a couple of dozen. I was initially designated to a coxed four which won at 
the International Regatta on Lake Bled in the former Yugoslavia, and went on to compete in 
Lucerne. I very much wanted to remain in that four but on returning to Canada, a decision was 
made to use it to strengthen the eight and we began training at various camps in Ontario. In the 
summer the team moved to the newly constructed Olympic Basin on the St. Lawrence river at 
Montreal, with the XXI Games starting in late July. We moved into the Olympic Village for the 
last week or so before races began. Again, we made it to the Petite Finale in the eights and 
had a very tight race finishing second to the former USSR. This was my final competitive race. 
In all, I had represented Canada six times internationally in 1975-76.  
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As I stepped out of the boat at Montreal at the end of my competitive rowing career, I briefly 
reflected on that ‘grammar school four’ from Deal. It did seem to be a good idea at the time. My 
continued involvement in rowing was now as a coach. After the Olympics, I returned to the UK 
as a Postdoctoral Fellow and coached a University of Manchester eight to their first Henley 
appearance in 1977. On returning to Canada, I coached a Canadian coxed four to a silver 
medal at the Pan American Games in Puerto Rico in 1979, and to the World Rowing 
Championships again at Bled. These days, I putter around in a rowing skiff on the coastal 
waters of St. Margaret’s Bay in Nova Scotia, frightening the occasional duck. 

Pat Croskerry Glen Haven, Nova Scotia October, 2020 

(DCGSB: 1953-1960). 

 

In Memoriam:  Dick Steer 1942 - 2018  
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Photo update – New school buildings 

 

 
Aerial view of site – November 2020 

 

 
Steel framework with the tower in the background – January 2021 
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New buildings under construction with current school in the background – January 2021 
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DGS CCF 

By Louis Martin 

While a small number of CCF snippets have been posted on the OPA Facebook page over 
recent years it appears that no reports on the Contingent have been submitted for the OPA 
Newsletter for a while.  I’ll try to cover below some recent history, present circumstances and 
future plans. 

Recent History: 

Since I joined the CCF as a staff member in August 2015 we have had two Sections; Army and 
RAF.  Major John Wiggell MBE has been the Contingent Commander and Mr Graham 
Dangerfield is the School Staff Instructor (SSI).  We currently have 17 Cadet Force Adult 
Volunteers (CFAVs) on the register, who are a mixture of uniformed and civilian instructors.  
Cadets numbers fluctuate annually, but we have grown from about 40 cadets in 2015 to over 
100 cadets this year.  Indeed, in 2016 the RAF section faced closure because of the low number 
of cadets.  That has turned around and RAF cadets now account for about 40% of the 
Contingent. 

You may suspect a typo in the title above because you probably correctly recall it was always 
DGSB CCF.  Almost half our cadets now come from DGGS so it was decided to rebrand the 
title a few years ago to reflect this.  The Head Teacher at DGSB is still the ‘Commanding Officer’ 
of the contingent and all the training is run from DGSB but the inclusion of DGGS cadets has 
meant the opportunities that the CCF offers are now available to a much wider number of 
students in Dover.  Also, it is not uncommon now for cadets to move to other local schools in 
their Sixth Form.  With the formal agreements of their new schools we have had a number of 
our cadets stay at DGS CCF even though they did not attend either DGSB or DGGS. 

Our Army Summer camps have included Warcop, Barry Buddon (twice) and Okehampton.  With 
RAF Camps at RAF Wittering, RAF Shawbury and RAF Lossiemouth.   These are the icing on 
the ‘training cake’ and we are regularly out at weekends on the local training areas practicing 
fieldcraft and on the local ranges, where we fire the cadet full bore and small-bore rifles.  Air 
Experience Flying (AEF) is now conducted for our cadets at RAF Wittering in the Grob Tutor 
Aircraft.  We are normally allocated one day of flying each term and a few days in a flight 
simulator. 

Recent Easter Adventure Training locations have included Okehampton/Newquay and 
Weymouth (both twice). 

In recent years our senior cadets have deployed on exercises and camps to Canada and 
Cyprus and two of our cadets were selected to be Lord Lieutenant of Kent Cadet 
Representatives.  We have also had cadets on Band and Choir camps and appear on the 
“Britain’s Got Talent” TV show.  Others have gained adventurous training and first aid 
qualifications.  Graham Dangerfield’s service to the CCF was also recognised with a Lord 
Lieutenant’s Commendation. 

Recent Inspecting Officers have almost all been ex DGSB Cadets and include: 

2016 – Captain Chris Cook RN 

2017 – Lieutenant Colonel Adam Foley RE (not ex DGSB) 

2018 – Lieutenant Colonel Seán Scullion RE 
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2019 – Colonel Paul Morris RM 

Our Inspecting Officer for 2020 would have been Lieutenant Colonel David Goodacre AAC.  
Unfortunately, the event was cancelled, but we hope to see David next year for the 2021 Annual 
Inspection.   We have a few contact details for ex DGSB cadets who are current serving military 
officers and may wish to return to inspect the Contingent.  If we have not already been in contact 
and you might be interested, please email me for further details at ccf@dgsb.co.uk. 

Present Circumstances: 

Cadet face to face training activities ceased in March due to COVID-19. While CCF provides a 
valuable outlet for many cadets it is obviously secondary to their education and because of the 
tight restrictions now in place to keep DGSB COVID secure CCF has been kept on hold as the 
return to school beds in to a new normal.  This situation though has presented some of the staff 
with an opportunity to do many of the endless list of tasks that normally we don’t have time for.  
Suffice to say that since lockdown restrictions were lifted CCF staff, observing social distancing, 
have been working in the CCF twice a week.  One activity we were able to run was a ‘Virtual 
Summer Camp’ for cadets at home using Teams.   

Future Plans: 

We have a plan for ‘COVID-19 Return To Training’.  It meets all the current guidelines and 
restrictions imposed by both the MOD and DFE.  We are just waiting now for a ‘Green Light’ to 
get cadets back into training.  As you would expect, there will be many changes in what we do.  
Primarily, as in school, cadets will train in ‘bubbles’ that are currently based on their school and 
year group.  Additionally, at the time of writing, our female DGGS cadets are not able to take 
part in the CCF.  There are many problems with running a CCF like this, but we hope the 
situation will improve in time.  We continue to develop on-line training in support of our face to 
face training and this will form a larger element of the cadet experience even if we return to a 
pre-COVID situation. 

I’m quite sure it will not have escaped your attention that a new school is being built on the Top 
Field.  In April 2022 we expect the existing school buildings will be vacated and soon after that 
they will be demolished.  Funding for a new school did not specifically include the CCF and the 
MOD has not been able to assist.  The existing CCF buildings are due to be demolished as part 
of the DGSB landscaping plan.  The CCF is to move and occupy a single classroom above the 
existing tunnels and two music practice rooms.  We plan to use the classroom as a store and 
the music practice rooms as the offices.  We will lose our kitchen and toilet facilities, along with 
access to a number of the school classrooms that we currently use for CCF training.  We hope 
to have access to the parts of the new school, but we will be some distance from the Top Field 
and as yet we don’t have a plan to relocate parades from the Quad.  As ever, I’m sure the CCF 
will ‘improvise, adapt and overcome’ but at this stage there are still some questions as to how 
we will operate. 
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Dover Grammar School for Boys - A history resume 

By Martyn Webster – 1960 - 67 

Dover Grammar School for Boys, formerly known as the Dover County School for Boys, as an 
established place of education, is now in an institution one hundred and fifteen years old. 

The first point of note must be that the school was known as the Dover County School for Boys 
at its first inception in 1905. Thus was it known during its wartime evacuation to Ebbw Vale in 
Wales between 1940 - 1944. Then in 1944 the Education Act of that year brought about a 
renaming to that of Dover Grammar School for Boys, although for a short period it was also 
known as the Dover County Grammar School for Boys. 

The present iconic landmark building is in mock Gothic style resembling a castle which it 
currently occupies on the highest of three artificially created plateaus laboriously levelled out 
from the hillside on Astor Avenue between 1927 and 1931. This building will achieve its ninetieth 
birthday in 2021. It is the “school on the hill” and Dover’s “second castle”. It is the creation and 
life’s work achievement of Mr Fred Whitehouse M.A.,(1873-1939) the redoubtable founding 
headmaster from 1905 until 1935 whose monument the school is without doubt the living 
embodiment. He reigned over it supreme for thirty years of office in all of its locations but most 
especially its last and present building in the final four years of his career. He, it and them are 
unique. 

The architectural plans for the school on the hill were long thought to have been lost. Fortunately 
they do survive and may be viewed in archive copies of “Architectural Review” (1931) and “The 
Builder” (February 1932) which are available in the library of the Royal Institute of British 
Architects (RIBA) and the British Library respectively. 

The school symbol is the Pharos, the Roman lighthouse on the castle hill opposite, and its motto 
is “Fiat Lux” (let there be light). The school hymn is inevitably “Let there be Light” and its song, 
borrowed from Harrow, is “Forty Years On”. These also were Fred Whitehouse’s instigations 
along with the original school uniform style, colours and first four team houses (Town, Buckland, 
Country and Maxton). The school was a virtual public school in everything but name. 

Radical and controversial plans in 2019 to demolish the present 1931 building, which has 
become part of Dover’s landscape, and emplace a new school building on the top playing field 
over the next three years have focused attention on the history of this alma mater to thousands 
of boys and teachers who have passed through it over these many years. Alas decay in the 
fabric of the building and inadequacies in its internal facilities have been deemed not 
commensurate with modern day education standards. 

The school’s history has already been definitively provided in three main work sources: 

1. To mark the diamond jubilee of the school in 1965 two essays were produced, each very 
different in style, but authoritative in their own rights, by Olive Rookwood (“the Rook”), (1886-
1978), the school’s first female teacher in post almost from the beginning, and Edward William 
Lister, (1906-1997), history master from 1949 to 1969. These respectively covered the pre 
second war period and then the post and were featured in the school magazine “Pharos” for 
1965. 

2. An even more detailed illustrated history with items from a number of expert contributors 
appeared in 1982 in a fine hard back book published by the school itself entitled “Fifty Years 
On - 1931-1981”. 
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3. A very thoroughly researched booklet of 1987 with even more detail than the first two, 
probably as definitive a record as the subject could then get, by Kenneth Horsman Ruffell, 
(1914-2003), geography teacher at the school 1937-1940 and 1946-1979, deputy headmaster 
and one time editor of the old boys’ (The Old Pharosians) Newsletter, entitled “The Dover 
County School 1905 to 1931”. 

All of these stand to the school’s archive. 

It is not for me to overbear or impinge on any of these great records. However, I should now 
like to submit as an update my own contribution taken from modern day research in the National 
Archives at Kew, which will add previously unavailable detail about the school’s history that 
would not have been known to any of the previous expert narrators. 

The National Archives hold the following records: 

1905 First inspection report ED35/1131 
1910 Second inspection report ED109/2372 
1920 Full inspection report ED/109/2373 
1922 Complete history of school site, acquisition & 

development, architecture etc. 
ED35/4646 

1929 Interim inspection report ED/109/2374 
1938 Full inspection report ED/109/2376 
1956 Inspectors’ Report ED/109/9319 
   
   

 

The complete history of 1922 speaks for itself and includes site plans, acquisition of land and 
an abundance of incidental details. 

The pre-war school inspections reports may be summarised as follows: 

1. The first report of 1905 is an extensive file detailing the delegation to use by the Kent 
Education Committee of the School of Art, created in Ladywell in 1893, as the Dover County 
School for Boys under the headmastership of Fred Whitehouse M.A. 

2. The second report of 1910, undertaken by four inspectors, three men and one woman, 
reveals the state of the school five years after its opening and is most interestingly detailed. 
The school had been in receipt of grants under the Board of Education’s regulations for 
secondary schools and was governed by a Dover Local Higher Education Committee of 17 
persons, comprising 8 representatives of Dover Education Committee,8 representatives of Kent 
Education Committee and 1 representative of the Senate of the University of London. 

There were 12 members of staff, 8 regular and 4 occasional. The number of pupils had risen 
from 64 in 1905/6 to 94 in 1909/10. The age range of pupil was 9-18, the leaving age averaged 
at 15-16 and the length of school life on average was 2 ½ years 

Temporary recognition of the school in its existing premises was up to July 31st 1912. The 
premises are reported upon thus: 

“It is almost impossible to imagine more wretched conditions than those under which the school 
has to do its business. It is housed in two separate buildings, which are too far apart to be 
effectively supervised by one man. One of them is the Technical Institute, which was not built 
for a secondary school, and is used for technical work. The other is a house called St Hilda’s 
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(on Priory Hill now part of the Dover College estate) which is hardly fit for teaching purposes at 
all. Two or three small dark rooms in the Town Hall which adjoins the Technical Institute serve 
as the Headmaster’s office and storerooms. It has therefore been necessary to divide the boys 
into a junior and a senior school and to make one Assistant especially responsible for each 
department. The junior school consists of four forms which are able to do nearly all their work 
at St Hilda’s although two of them have to go across to the Technical Institute for sciences and 
woodwork and one of them for art. The accommodation at St Hilda’s comprises four 
classrooms, one of which is large enough to serve for the assembly of this part of the school, a 
dark covered playground and two small staff rooms, external and internal offices, and a small 
strip of garden, which in dry weather can be used for drill and for play. One of the classrooms 
is narrow and very draughty, another is small and dark and the whole building is dingy and 
unattractive. The senior school consists of three forms which are taught in the science lecture 
room and two fairly good classrooms in the technical institute. The arrangements for recreation 
are very unsatisfactory. There is no playing field and the two playgrounds are quite inadequate. 
One football ground on the Danes, a public recreation ground, is reserved without payment by 
the Town Council for the use of the boys in winter.” 

It must be noted that St Hilda’s had actually been opened in 1895 as a purpose built girls’ 
school. A Board of Trade report was made on the school in 1902 and noted “It is easy to see 
that the architect has tried to give character to the building, and style to the various rooms”. 
However, it is very clear, but unspoken, that there were inadequacies in the classrooms and in 
particular the amount of natural light which on dull days was particularly lacking. It is not known 
to what use Dover College now put this red bricked building whose original access was a gated 
entrance, now closed off, on the first ascent of Priory Hill from the High Street. 

3. The third report of 1920 occasioned four years after the opening of a purpose built school in 
Frith Road, which is now the Girls’ Grammar School. At this time the number of pupils was 296 
although it was noted that accommodation for 450 would be needed in the not too distant future. 
There were 117 pupils under 12, 166 between 13-16 and 13 over 16. The average length of 
school life was described as short and the leaving age low. There were 16 teachers including 
one woman (Olive Rookwood) and 2 occasional teachers. The premises were described thus: 

“The new building in Frith Road has been erected containing 10 classrooms capable of 
accommodating 220 pupils, an assembly hall, an art room, a chemistry laboratory, a dining 
room capable of accommodating 60 pupils, an excellent workshop and a staff room. There is 
no gymnasium, no room which can be used as a library, the dining room being barely 
adequate.” 

General conclusions were reported as follows: 

“No more distinguished standard of attainment can reasonably be expected until the 
accommodation is more in keeping with the dignity and importance of the town of Dover”. 

4. The third report was made in 1929 at the time when construction of the great school on Astor 
Avenue was under way. It notes that the number of pupils then was 400, that the length of the 
school period was 45 minutes out of a total of 36 teaching periods per week. Wryly one of its 
observations, which has never changed over time, was “..the folly of accepting essays that were 
simply transcriptions from encyclopaedias”. 

Also noted:9 

“New buildings are now in the course of creation on a wonderful site.” 
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“Clearly parents in Dover are realising the value of one or even two extra years at school for 
boys who are fit to profit by further scholastic training and by the opportunity of learning some 
of the lessons in leadership and responsibility that can be given in sixth form”. 

5. The fourth inspection report was made 11th-14th October 1938. Ominously this was the last 
in the pre second world war era and no further report was made until nearly twenty years later 
in 1956. It noted that the number of pupils had risen from 438 in 1933 to 458 in1937 clearly an 
impact of the post-world war one baby boom. There were 23 staff and 1 visiting. Yearly tuition 
fees were 12 guineas. 

These four reports must be allowed to close here as the further accounts in the existing archive 
will well be able to take over, that is until much later and more modern reports are released to 
the public record. 

This unique school has an immensely rich history and has served as a backbone to the 
education of the young people over many years of the town and port of Dover giving it a 
reputation of worthiness that is worldwide. May we hope and pray that the incredible success 
and status of it will carry over to the new school buildings along with the treasured features and 
artefacts which it is promised will be rebuilt into it. 

My essay Dover Grammar School for Boys - Valete should be read in conjunction with this. 

Martyn Webster 

Old Boy of the school 1960-1967 and Old Pharosian 

2020 

 

Dover Grammar School for Boys - Valete 
By Martyn Webster 

The Dover Grammar School for Boys’ main building will reach its ninetieth birthday on 9th 
December 2021, the anniversary date of its opening on that same day in 1931 by HRH Prince 
George, later the Duke of Kent. The school had however in fact already started for business for 
the autumn term in the September of that year. By the time this anniversary comes round 
however this great building, known as the School on the Hill and the Second Castle, which 
stands as an unmistakably iconic landmark in mock Gothic style with its crenelated tower, high 
arched hall and terraces standing out on Dover’s landscape and skyline visible from many main 
vantage points, even right out at sea, the very part of it all, is due to be demolished or in the 
throes of demolition. It has been deemed to be no longer fit for purpose for the modern age, to 
be beyond viable use for proper education, decaying to a degree that to restore it to modern 
requirements would vastly out cost its replacement. So by the decision of Kent County Council 
Planning Applications Committee taken in Maidstone on 4th December 2019 there is to be a 
new replacement school built on the top playing field (an artificial mound of piled up crumbly 
chalk) and the original’s demise. 

This new school will promisedly have incorporated in it many of the heritage items from the old, 
in particular, the fine J.H.Walker organ in the Great Hall (this is unique to a state school and 
was provided by parental subscription in 1932),the memorial stained glass window on the library 
stairs, all honours and tribute plaques and boards and hopefully the Turnpenny Clock of 2005 
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above the quadrangle and the small plinth in front of the cloisters in memory of Miss Olive 
Rookwood, the beloved first female member of staff from the school’s earliest years. 

 

 

 

It is vitally important at this crucial time for us to remember now for the record how this fated 
building first known as the Dover County School for Boys and undoubtedly modelled in every 
possible respect on a public school (even down to the school song from Harrow “Forty Years 
On”) actually came about. 

First of all was the sheer scale of its construction on a sloping hillside between Astor Avenue 
at the bottom and Noah’s Ark Road at the top which first began excavation in 1924 for the 
creation of two artificial plateaus, on the upper of which was to be the school itself. Work began 
on the school building proper in 1929.Progress reports appeared in the Dover Express all the 
while including accounts of accidents to workmen, accusations of grandiosity in the plans, also 
concerns for the boys having to negotiate every day a very steep hill to get to school in all the 
wind and rain that the elements could throw at them. 
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The opening ceremony, when it came, was one of great occasion and literally of trumpet fanfare 
especially for its founding headmaster, Oxford classicist Fred Whitehouse M.A. (1873 – 1939) 
whose life and career creation the new school’s building achievement was. A man deeply 
versed and respected in education in Kent, he had in fact started the school back in 1905 in the 
old School of Art in Ladywell and in 1916 moved to purpose built facilities in Frith Road, now 
the Girls’ Grammar School. In all this Fred Whitehouse adhered to a maxim that he attributed 
to Winston Churchill “Men make the buildings, but it is the buildings that make the men”. This 
building assuredly is his monument. 

At the opening events in 1931, so fulsomely reported and photographed in the Dover Express 
of 11th December 1931, were present, apart, that is, from the Prince, the teachers and the boys 
themselves, a whole array of eminent persons and dignitaries plus many local and other 
worthies including local MP John Jacob Astor (who gave a rousing speech), the Town Mayor 
and Aldermen, the Bishop of Dover Brigadier Sir Hereward Wake, the Chairman of Kent County 
Council, the Vice Chairman of Kent Education Committee and the County Director of Education. 
A very fine speech was given by Prince George, also by the KCC Chairman, Alderman 
F.W.Payne, both of which merit reproduction in a separate article in their entirety as an object 
lesson in understanding the ideals and aspirations of their times which should now strike a 
chord at our pivotal moment all these years later. 

For now however the following extract of words spoken by John Jacob Astor M.P. should ring 
down to us: “The buildings are destined to mean far more than bricks and mortar and are a 
worthy symbol to the value that the nation wisely attaches to education. Traditions of a school 
grow up from such events as His Royal Highness’s visit today and his recognising the high 
place and standard which Mr Whitehouse as its first headmaster has won for the school”. 
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Obscured from all this triumph although present at the opening was one man who got only a 
passing mention in any account, namely that of the school’s architect, a former Territorial Army 
Major, Wilfrid Harold Robinson F.R.I.B.A. (1876-1950) who was the KCC’s own chief architect. 
He had designed a number of public buildings in Kent, especially schools, most notably the 
Maidstone Boys Grammar School extension and the Beckenham & Penge Grammar School. 
Little is on record of him, in particular any surviving archives of his plans and drawings. Also 
more than worthy of mention was the actual building contractor himself John James Clayson of 
Lyminge whose firm was well known in East Kent, well recorded in his village with local family 
still reminiscent. 

The original plans for the DGSB were long thought to have been lost but I am pleased to 
announce that after an exhaustive search copies have been found in the British Library in an 
edition of the publication “The Builder” (a weekly journal for the building and architectural trades) 
of 12th February 1932.The accompanying report gives the best possible description, with 
photographs, of the school’s construction and is reproduced herewith verbatim: 

“The site of this newly erected school is a hillside, approximately 25 acres in area. In order to 
provide satisfactory playing field accommodation three plateaux were formed. On the top one 
the school has been erected, while the two lower plateaux have been made into playing fields 
of approximately four acres each, divided by a terraced bank. 

The external treatment of the school (which accommodates approximately 500 pupils) is of brick 
and stone, with pitched tile roofs. Generally sand lime bricks have been used finished with 
“Snowcrete” cement rendering, but the arches buttresses and certain other special features, 
such as the hall and library, are built in High Brooms facing bricks, with reconstructed stone 
plinths, copings battlements, etc. Some of the gables have been picked out in alternate squares 
of cast stone and knapped flints set in concrete. 
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Internally, except for the more important rooms, sand-lime bricks have been used, their soft 
colour toning well with the dark stained woodwork. The flooring is of boards, or wood-blocks, 
on concrete, except in the corridors where granolithic has been used. Columbian pine is used 
for joinery work. 

The hall has tiled cloisters and porches. The walls are lime plastered, except beneath the 
gallery, where they are panelled as an appropriate background for the honours lists. 

The building was carried out under the supervision of County Architect, Mr W.H.Robinson, 
F.R.B.A., and Mr J.J.Clayson, of Lyminge, was the general contractor. 

The following firms were sub-contractors:- Shelford (Canterbury) Brickworks Ltd., sand-lime 
bricks for internal work; High Brooms Brick and Tile Co.,Ltd., Tunbridge Wells, facing bricks; 
Southwater Mastine Brick Co.,Ltd., Horsham, Sussex, brick dadoes; John Egerton Quested, 
Cheriton, Kent, roofing tiles; H.Feather, Folkestone, electrical installation; F.Hayden,Ltd., 
Tunbridge Wells, heating installation; Dover Gas Co., gas installation; Brunswick Metal 
Casement and Engineering Co., metal windows; London and Wales Steel Construction Co., 
steelwork; Concrete Ltd., concrete floors; Patent Victoria Stone Co., cast stone; W.C.Kemsley, 
Cheriton ,Kent, wrought ironwork; W.E.Farrer, Ltd., and Doulton and Co., sanitary fittings; North 
of England School Furnishing Co., and G.Browning, Canterbury, joinery fittings; Falkirk Iron 
Co., gas cookers; Stevens and Adams, wood block and maple floors; L.Terry and Co., 
W.Malling, tar-paving; Thomas Elsley, Ltd., and MacFarlane and Co., rainwater heads.” 

The plan to demolish the school building and replace it was unexpectedly announced in January 
2019 by the limited leafleting of 215 local households. An item ensued in the local press. A 
consultation event was then held at the school in February and again in July but to an invited 
audience. There had been no wider general public consultation to display pictures etc of the 
replacement buildings let alone any press publication of such images. For an outstanding 
building such as this more might have been expected in the opinion of this writer. The final 
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decision on the demolition and planning application was made in Maidstone by county 
councillors, none of whom were local representatives nor so far as can be ascertained had 
actually visited the site. This final decision was subject to referral to Historic England for a 
determination upon any listable qualities the building might have. It is understood that the result 
was negative together with that of a declined separate private listing application. An online 
petition to save the building had however been in place but failed. It must now therefore be left 
for people to either agree or otherwise with one county councillor’s desultorily supercilious 
remarks at the planning application hearing “It is time to pull a shroud over its face”. 

This school building is the Alma Mater to countless thousands of pupils who over time have 
scattered across the country and the world to a diversity of lives and circumstances enriched 
by their education there and the masters who taught them. Let it be said that we in our present 
time have done our very best for the school as a school and not only as a building at its moment 
of challenge in a way that Fred Whitehouse might have approved in accordance with its emblem 
and motto, the Roman Pharos, “Fiat Lux” – Let there be light. 

Martyn Webster 

Old Boy of the school 1960-1967 and Old Pharosian 

2020 

 

Extract from Dover town centre church benefice's August 2020 newsletter. 

From Terry Sutton 

(Terry Sutton writes): One of my favourite hymns is Thou Whose Almighty Word because it 
recalls to me my final days at school. 

I remember more than three quarters of a century ago joining in the hymn, with the school organ 
playing, in what was then described as the "grand hall," at Dover Grammar School at Astor 
Avenue. 

Each stanza of the hymn ends with the theme Let There Be Light which ties in with the school's 
motto Fiat Lux and the image of The Pharos lighthouse. 

My guess this hymn had been introduced to the school by founder headmaster Freddie 
Whitehouse who was a great traditionist. Hence the school song Forty Years on (nicked from 
Harrow public school). 

I believe we sang Let There Be Light to the tune Moscow but could have been to the Italian 
Hymn. 

Who cares it still brings back happy memories. 
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The Archivist Ephemitus’s Corner - JAN2021 

In preparation for the work on the new school premises, which is described elsewhere in the 
Newsletter, the OPA physical archives had to be “boxed” and moved out of the old Caretakers’ 
Houses by the Spring Half Term of 2020. Given the cold and uncomfortable conditions, with no 
artificial lighting or heating, this was a challenging task. It was accomplished with the Premises 
Staff, Lee Marsden and Matt Clayton, moving the boxed material to their temporary transit 
quarters before their final destination in the new premises currently under construction. 

The boxing exercise would have been an excellent opportunity to do an audit on the material 
and the records referring to it. However, there was neither the time for such to be done nor a 
team to undertake the task.  

When the plans for the location of the physical archives in the new premises are known there 
will be the opportunity to plan how best to carry out an audit as the material is “unboxed” for 
transfer to its new quarters. Before the audit stage is reached it is to be hoped that the physical 
archive computer database (master copy) will be held on the School computer system (with its 
secure backup scheme). At the moment the master copy is held on my personal computer (with 
its home-made backup arrangement). The School has a slightly out-of-date copy of the 
database on a CD. 

Since the boxing exercise was “completed” I had a telephone call from Miss Janet Alcock, a 
daughter of Victor Joseph Alcock (1933-38), who died in 1999. Janet is clearing out the family 
house and found some material relating to the School and offered it to me for the archives, 
naturally the kind offer was accepted. The collection of the items, which include copies of the 
Pharos magazines, has yet to be arranged – isolation complications. 

Some of you may remember Vic, he was a member of the OPA Archiving Team for some years. 

There is still some archive material held in my study, in particular some of the items referred to 
in the “Items for Sale” section below. 

In the summer I received this request:  

“My name is David Rust and I am the nephew of Arthur Robert Treadwell who I believe was a 
pupil at your school in 1938 before he joined the RAF as a pilot. He was killed in the early years 
of the war and is buried in Norway. I have an old cricket bat of his which I would like to be 
preserved in a museum but before I can approach the MCC I would like any history you may 
be able to help me with.” 

In response I told him his uncle was at the School 1931-37 and we have information on him in 
the Old Pharosians’ Physical Archives. In these records his name is given as Alfred Henry 
Arthur TREADWELL, DOB 16MAY1920. As the School is undergoing a major rebuild 
programme the best available source for information at the moment is the online records, as 
opposed to the physical records, at the dovergrammar.co.uk website run by Paul Skelton. 

I closed the correspondence by saying any information, such as a photograph of the cricket bat, 
would be welcomed for inclusion in the OPA archives. So far I have heard no more on the 
matter From Mr Rust. 

Items For Sale 

Please note that the costs quoted for the items below are all minima and any extra money would 
be welcomed by the School. The quoted postage costs only apply to UK addresses, other areas 
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will have to be dealt with separately with the School. The purchasing arrangements for all items 
are the same: sending a cheque for the appropriate amount (perhaps plus a little), payable to 
“DGSB”, to the Dover Grammar School for Boys, Astor Avenue, DOVER, CT17 0DQ, 01304 
206117. 

The “Bugsy Malone, Dover Grammar School 09MAR1989” production, is now recorded on two 
DVDs. The viewing offered covers “behind the scenes” activities as well as the stage production 
and musical accompaniment. The School Junior Boys are ably assisted by girls from the Dover 
Grammar School for Girls. The Girls’ School has been advised of the DVDs but, so far, I have 
not heard of any interest. The production is great fun. The two DVDs can be purchased for £20 
plus £2 p&p. 

Old Pharosians can no longer buy a 1905-2005 centenary tie from the School. However, an OP 
maroon tie can be obtained by sending a cheque for £7, payable to “DGSB”, to the School. This 
includes the cost of package & posting. 

The DVD Prize Giving One is offered at a cost of £10, plus £2 p&p (making £12). The DVD is 
based on a DVD created by Mrs Dorothy Mannall and covers some School activities during the 
time her son David (1991-98) was at the School. These include a Carol Service of 1993, Junior 
Prize Giving in 1992 and 1993, Middle School Prize Giving in 1995 and 1996. 

The hardback Fifty Years on 1931-1981 history of the School have all been sold but a CD 
computer version can be bought. The cost is £10, plus £2 p&p (making £12).  

There are still plenty of copies of the booklet The Dover County School 1905 to 1931 at a cost 
of £4 including p&p. 

There are still a few tape video versions of The School on the Hill film, made in 1965, available 
from the School at the cost of £12 including p&p. A digital version of The School on the Hill is 
also offered on DVD at the same cost. My attempts to produce a “running sheet” of the film 
have made some small progress identifying the stars featured but there are still many people 
to be named and a few “double namings” that need to be resolved, even if only by a majority 
vote. Any help with the naming of people would be greatly appreciated. 

The Film Clips One DVD, consists of films made by the School Cine Club during the 1960s, 
and features many items including the Potter’s Wheel, the Grand Fete, Classroom and 
Blackboard fun, sport and games, Dover Castle, DGS Cine Club activities, Cars and Boats, 
tricks, A Typical Day. It is still available at the cost is £10, plus £2 p&p (making £12). 

The Film Clips Two DVD features three monochrome 8mm silent films created by teacher 
Archibald Coulson (1928-71). These include the Silver Jubilee of George V (06MAY1935), the 
School Cadet Corps camp at Sandwich in AUG1935 and another Sandwich camp, possibly in 
1938. In addition there are two more School films from the 1960s. The cost is £10, plus £2 p&p 
(making £12). 

Outline running-sheets have been produced for the Film Clips DVDs and, as for The School on 
the Hill film, the identity of the participants in the films would be greatly appreciated by your 
archivist. 

The Bolton Cartoons of twelve teachers referred to in the JUL2013 issue of the Newsletter can 
be obtained in two forms, hardcopy or digital format. The first hardcopy option is a set of twelve 
A4 sheets with the two versions (both “darted” and cleaned-up), for each teacher on a sheet, 
at £15 plus £2 p&p (£17); or twenty four A4 sheets with each of the images on its own sheet, 
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costing £20 plus £3 p&p (£23). Alternatively, the images can be emailed to you at a cost of £12. 
There are only limited numbers of the hardcopy versions available. 

Peter Burville (1946-51), Archivist Ephemitus. 

 

 

They were the days! 
By Terry Sutton 

The days when members of the school's sixth form had to carry out "fire watching" duties are 
recalled in a copy of The Pharos, studied by Terry Sutton (1940-47). 

He's been sent a copy of the "Magazine of the Dover County School for Boys", dated May 1941, 
enclosed in a bright red cover. It was the first Pharos magazine published since the school 
arrived in evacuation to Ebbw Vale and makes interesting reading. 

There's a long list of Old Boys serving in the Forces and one item explains that each night (6 
pm to 6 am) one teacher and two Sixth formers joined with others from Ebbw Vale County 
School on the roof of that school to ensure no fire bombs damaged the premises. Our host 
school, at Ebbw Vale, was a mixed boy and girl school but there's no mention that females 
joined the boys on the roof! 

One item revealed that teacher Ken Ruffell was in the army waiting to attend OCTU (officers' 
training unit) with expectation of joining a tank regiment. Terry also noticed that an Old 
Pharosian, Norman Sutton, had submitted an article on behalf of parents thanking the Ebbw 
Vale families for taking in the Dover evacuees. (Including his son!) 

There was also the sad note that one for the middle school boys, John Charles Crux, had died 
from diphtheria in Ebbw Vale and had been buried there.  
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The Airmen's Stories -Sgt. D I Kirton 

From - www.bbm.org.uk/ 

David Ian Kirton was born in Dover on 2nd June 1919 and educated at St James School and 
the County School for Boys locally. He left in 1935 and joined the RAF as a Boy Entrant. He 
was engaged in photography before applying, and being accepted for, pilot training. 

On 12th June 1939 he commenced training at 22 E&RFTS Cambridge, going on to 6 FTS at 
Little Rissington in August. On 23rd March 1940 he was posted to 5 OTU Aston Down to convert 
to Hurricanes. 

 

His first squadron posting was to 501 at Tangmere on 27th April but this proved a short stay as 
he went to 65 Squadron, equipped with Spitfires, at Hornchurch on 5th May. 

Kirton was killed in action aged 21 when his Spitfire K9911 was shot down by Me109's over 
Manston on 8th August 1940. 

He is buried in St James Cemetery, Dover. 

 

His older brother James was killed in a flying accident while serving with the RAF in 1944. 
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Morning John, 
 
Hope all is well with you. 

I saw reference on the Dover History Facebook page this morning to David Kirton, who was 
shot down over Manston 80 years ago yesterday. It may be of interest to you for the Newsletter. 

He must have been an Old Pharosian, according to: 

http://www.bbm.org.uk/airmen/Kirton.htm?fbclid=IwAR0H9ilMNGMEKs2xMlzMTCYd-
RII4Jy1EXDW_KWpu24M9svG_UReOablwaw 
 
A very sad story. He never met his father, who was killed in WW1. 

I was particularly interested in the story as, given his date of birth, he would have been a 
classmate of my father at St James School. 

Best regards 

Phil 

 

 

William Fittall <william.fittall@gmail.com> 
 

10 Aug 2020, 
11:48 

 
 
 

To Philip, me 
  
Interesting. Both Kirton's names feature in the war memorial list on the website. 

 
William 
  

http://www.bbm.org.uk/airmen/Kirton.htm?fbclid=IwAR0H9ilMNGMEKs2xMlzMTCYd-RII4Jy1EXDW_KWpu24M9svG_UReOablwaw
http://www.bbm.org.uk/airmen/Kirton.htm?fbclid=IwAR0H9ilMNGMEKs2xMlzMTCYd-RII4Jy1EXDW_KWpu24M9svG_UReOablwaw
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Correspondence 

From: Barrie Wilson 

Sent: 30 July, 2020 8:35 PM 

To: 1905-2005@dovergrammar.co.uk 

Subject: Tracing an old schoolmate 

 

Dear Paul, 

Since you kindly invited readers to contact you I'm doing so – having waited, seemingly, for 
over 60 or more years to look up Walford (Wally') Johnson 1950-59? I can briefly explain I've 
also not been in touch with the former schoolmate for nearly 60 years, when we ended up with 
me working in the old Board of Trade, and he was doing advanced learning at the 
London School of Economics between 1959 and 1961... 

We were at DGS from 1950 onwards, and shared VI Economcs for 2 years with Mr.G. King, 
whose simple explanations of complex economics (allied to Mr. Coulson's talent for livening up 
what could be dull statistics by others) gave us the armour to do as well as our own talents 
would allow - 'Wally' would by-pass me by a mile... 

A few days ago I received from my nephew, who's living in the USA, a copy of a K/Messenger 
article on the Kent coalfield and the variety of miners there - coming from different parts of the 
UK (and beyond). My grandfather, a former miner, had come from the Welsh mines to the Kent 
coalfield in the 1920s, called back during WWII, and returned again to Kent in 1945. 

Wally's father had been secretary of the Kent miners' union, and when my grandfather died on 
1. 1. 1964 he reminded us there had already been social legislation (on 'dust'/silicosis etc.) and 
he helped my grandmother with a claim on funds set aside to help sufferers. That's the trigger 
for hoping you can help in finding Wally, in the context of today's public health crises, to also 
say a belated 'thank you' - while we may still have some time left. 

Sorry it's been a bit long - but it's typical that the Kent Messenger should come back across the 
Atlantic to remind us of what we may have misplaced and neglected. 

I hope you may be able to give me a pointer, and wish you... 

Best regards, 

Barrie Wilson 

 

On 31 Jul 2020, at 11:15, <1905-2005@dovergrammar.co.uk> <1905-
2005@dovergrammar.co.uk> wrote: 

Hopefully you are keeping well. 

I have just received an email from an old school mate of yours who wishes to make contact 
again. 

His name is Barrie Wilson and his email address is ***********. 

Hope you are able to contact him. 

mailto:1905-2005@dovergrammar.co.uk
mailto:1905-2005@dovergrammar.co.uk
mailto:1905-2005@dovergrammar.co.uk
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Regards, 

Paul Skelton. 

Old Pharosians Membership Secretary. 

 

From: Walford Johnson 

Sent: 31 July, 2020 12:48 PM 

To: 1905-2005@dovergrammar.co.uk 

Subject: Re: Old Pharosians 

 

Paul, 

Thank you for sending me the communication from Barrie Wilson. I have sent him an email. 

Best wishes 

Walford Johnson 

 

Phil Eyden. 

By Terry Sutton 

Phil keeps very busy giving a series of talks on a range of local history subjects and curating 
his e-mail account. 

An author, Phil wrote and had published his book The Lost Commando Raid which detailed that 
Lord Lovat's Commando was based at Dover's Western Heights before setting off to make a 
raid on the enemy held Pas de Calais coast. 

Phil, who studied history at King Alfred's College, Winchester, is interested in archaeological 
fieldwork and is very much engaged with the Western Heights preservation society. 

His Phil Eyden website is always interesting and often provides a laugh. 

 

 

  

mailto:walfordjohnson@icloud.com
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Facebook – Discussion and comments 

Pygmalion 

Gary Mark Cloke 

27 June 

Found this amongst my possessions - bit before my time there, but anyone on here see 
themself it someone they knew on the list of previous owners? 1962-1972 

 

  
 

Keith Tolputt 

Nostalgia! Neale Thomas was in the same year as me and also hailed from River. I think I recall 
Pygmalion as an O level English Lit set work (the timings fit). 

 

Daps 

Graham Proctor 

21 June 

OK so when I joined DGSB from distant shores in 1977, I was a bit confused by some kids 
talking about 'DAPS'. 

Took me a while before I became aware this was mainly a Aylsham/Adisham thing, related to 
miners from South Wales coming to the Kent Coal Fields. 
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Considering miners come  to the area from Wales, Yorks/Notts/Derbyshire, and the 
NorthEast....... Were there any other 'local' words added to the local Dover patois? 

Antony Hook 

They call them that in Bristol too but when I moved from Bristol to Deal in 1989, age 9, the kids 
loooked at me blank. It was all "plimsolls" in Deal. 

Dave Winter 

I recall when I was in about the second year and I heard an expression I'd never heard before. 
Some new kid arrived from somewhere like Rhodesia and I thought his name was Wayne Kerr 
because that's what everyone called him. Turned out to be some local argot, apparently. I 
wonder what happened to him 

Graham Proctor - Author 

Dave, true story - someone I knew in Whitfield got a new Siamese cat and was unsure 
what to call it. Some wag suggested Wang King may be suitable. 

And so began a time (for a while anyway) when she could be heard calling from her 
kitchen door for her cat to come in at night. 

Dave Winter 

I think 'snap' for a packed lunch (from 'snap tin') was a mining-imported term too. 

Graham Proctor - Author 

Ahhhhhh...good one 

Simon Carter 

Sarnies. Bangers. Tanner. Bob. Licker. Not sure where they came from. Maybe pretty generic. 

Graham Proctor - Author 

Licker???? 

Dave Winter 

As in "That Graham Proctor, what a window licker!" 

Graham Proctor - Author 

Oi!          

Simon Carter 

Merit certificates were known as "Lick" certificates. A "Licker" was a swot. (I think it 
comes from arse-licker!) 

Dave Winter 

Simon, you've explained to Graham what a "licker" is, but you may also have to explain 
to him what a "merit certificate" is. 

Graham Proctor - Author 

Never had one of those! 
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Larry Thomas 

The homework room was the Lick Room. 

John Walder 

Altho' I also came from distant shores (of Lancashire), I assimilated fairly quickly (as I thought) 
and it was "plimsoles" for me. However, I was subject to merciless mockery from my wife, a 
Kenyan immigrant who assured me in no uncertain terms that the items were "tackies", as any 
fule no. 

Graham Proctor - Author 

I know tackies well John          

To be specific, tackies were the white tennis shoe, usually of the Dunlop type, but usually 
Bata in Africa (Dunlop were posh) 

John Walder 

Graham Proctor for the avoidance of any confusion there are TWO john Walders, the 
other is my dear uncle..!! 

Graham Proctor - Author 

John Walder - I guessed that EJ             . Hope alls well with you and your family. Take it 
your skiing was curtailed this year. Lockdown happened the week before Guy and I 
were going to Austria, which was a real shame. 

Carl Jepson 

Plimsoles were the black thin shoes we wore for PE and had to wear at Barton Road 
so we didn't scuff the parquet floor. Until corrected, when I was too old to be calling 
them incorrectly, plimsoles were baseball boots. Not sure why 

Paul Skelton 

I do believe that the word Pikey came from those soldiers at Dover Castle who carried 
the Pike Staffs. They were the lowest of low, first line defence and dispensable, so 
were poor and filthy with it. 

Graham Proctor - Author 

Ahhh - makes some sense. 

Carl Jepson 

I thought they were traders that travelled up and down the pike roads selling their 
wares 

John Walder 

In my day, plimsolls were black or white. Baseball boots were similarly constructed but always 
came up above the ankles. They also had rubber designs at the ankle. 

Carl Jepson 

I had some at primary school but did it became a generic name for a pair of trainers too 
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John Jackson 

Monkey-pea for woodlouse, I think is E Kent at least! 

Richard Hanson 

Jack!!!! 

Graham Proctor - Author 

the most underrated reply yet! 

Brilliant!! 

Larry Thomas 

Jitty, meaning alley (Aylesham). 

Cai Bodhi O'Sullivan 

Knock down ginger. Where I lived in Devon before I moved to Dover it was called knock and 
run. Knock and run made sense to me and although all the locals insisted knock down ginger 
was better, none of them could explain what relevance ginger had in the process of knocking 
and running or how it had come to be called that. 

Dave Winter 

Yeah, I always knew it as knock down ginger in London before moving to Deal. 

Cai Bodhi O'Sullivan 

Dave Winter whats the origin of ginger? Why not knock and run? 

Dave Winter 

Cai Bodhi O'Sullivan Well, I think that I'm now of an age where I start my response to 
such queries with the words "I think I saw on QI...". Unfortunately, my age also means 
that I can't exactly recall what exactly was said on the subject on QI! It might even have 
been the "nobody knows" question. Stephen Fry mentioned that a Google search gives 
the answer that front doors on council estates up north were a ginger colour, hence the 
game's name, but I think he also said there didn't seem to be any proof of this (I think 
that's what he said). There was also a graphic representation of the name in common 
usage for this game across Britain and those with a 'ginger' element were not really 
found 'up north'. The panel may even have discussed the idea of 'gingerism/gingerist 
abuse' being based upon early depictions in paintings of Judas Iscariot as a ginger. 

Cai Bodhi O'Sullivan 

Dave Winter haha brilliant. 

David Burridge 

Dave Winter Also Cockney rhyming slang for what is now known as gay, a contraction 
of 'ginger beer'. 

Larry Thomas 

The chippy in Aylesham was very different from the chip shops in Dover. It sold wet fish and 
sweets. You could ask for bits too. 
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Cream Buns! 

Jim Fairfax 
26 March 

My main memories in Year 7 are Cream buns at break (I was a big lad), football using pieces 
of wood from DT or stones between the two drains on the quad and football on the top field at 
lunchtime. Also using the language lab with the headpones which was hilarious and Science 
with Kaiser Johnson which was terrifying. He made me cry, not metalhead surprisingly. 

 

Dave Winter 

Come on Jim, this isn't the place for this "Year 7" nonsense. 

Jim Fairfax - Author 

Sorry of course. First Year. I stand corrected!! 

Jim Fairfax - Author 

Also the fights.. 

Phil Bradley 

Jim Fairfax glad you explained I wanted to understand what year 7 was.        We also 
‘played’ British Bulldog’ and knackered our hymn books swatting wasps! 

Dave Winter 

I recall huge games of "bum ball" on the top pitch. Someone was "it" or "on it" and 
everyone else sat on their arses. Whoever was "it" had to kick (or throw?) the ball at 
the seated players and anyone he hit above the knees had to then join him until there 
was just one seated winner left. However, in later years the game developed and 
anyone who was seated was allowed to boot as hard as they liked anyone who was 
"on it". 

Jim Fairfax - Author 

What happened to the cream buns? Did we just stop eating them or did the school 
phase them out. Don't remember them later higher up the school. Also remember the 
stationey shop halfway up the stairs in a bunker? 

Dave Winter 

Wasn't there a 'tuck shop' at the top of the stairs to the tower? Stock was kept in 
Reggie Colman's office, though on one occasion a case of Lilt was lifted from there. 

Dave Winter 

By the way, I believe that Ian Fuggle had to go to Buckland Hospital for stitches after 
splitting his head open on the cream bun 'shop' window? Perhaps they stopped selling 
them after that. Typical of him to ruin it for EVERYONE. 

Jim Fairfax - Author 
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Yes definitely remember the tuck shop being near RC's office. I remember racing to the 
stationery store in the first few weeks for various items and then looking with disdain at 
anybody who went near after the first month as it became 'uncool'. 

Simon Carter 

Tuck shop was in the entrance to the Visitor's Room. Buns came through a window in 
the cloakroom. Sugar jam donuts, iced buns and occasionally, cream buns. 2p each. 
And then there was the icecream van outside the top gate at lunchtime. 

Jim Fairfax - Author 

Phil Bradley I think British Bulldog should be compulsory for every school for first 
years. Character building. And nothing to improve your mobility when you are trying to 
avoid the biggest kid in the year. The other sport on the curriculum should be the drain 
football with a piece of wood made by Dave Grant in woodwork. I remember getting a 
piece of wood in my eye one time. 

John Walder 

In my day Jim, buns but no cream. Declining standards I think! 

Jim Fairfax - Author 

I definitely remember the cream inside them. In the first few weeks they got me through the 
start of the day. All that extra weight helped with the rugby later. 

Mark Janaway 

Jim Fairfax definitely with cream and as a prefect I sold them through the window on to 
the quad! 

Jim Fairfax - Author 

Rejected as a prefect sadly along with Simon Phliips, Tristam Somerville and Mark 
Smithard I believe. Not a bad badge of honour after all! 

Jim Fairfax - Author 

Poor Mrs Smale reminded me the other day I took it badly. Think I ate a whole pack of 
biscuits whilst telling her the injustice of it all. 

Mark Janaway 

Jim Fairfax character building stuff!         

Jim Fairfax - Author 

One way of putting it Mark Janaway         

Mark Smithard 

RC didn’t appreciate the smack down I had with a bunch of Astor kids who proceeded 
to “invade” the school. 

Jim Fairfax - Author 
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Yes I know Mark. He said I had a detrimental attitude and was not a good role model 
as I wore cords and band badges, C'est la vie, Poor Tristan was not selected due 
some issue with the RAF application I believe and Simon lost the table tennis records 
when school captain. 

Andreas Wright 

Jim Fairfax if its any consolation, I had a staff appraisal that said something like, DC 
Wright is the archaetypal grubby little detective... 

Jim Fairfax - Author 

Compliment surely?         

Andreas Wright 

I thought so. My guvnors only cared about the crimes solved... 

Keith Medgett 

Buns at school were before my time. (79-86). Mid 80s we’d go down the hill at the back to a 
small shop in Buckland for pies & sausage rolls. 

Keith Tolputt 

I can remember break time cakes with cream (and occasionally jam!). I think they came from 
Vane's bakery? (Jeff Vane was a couple of years ahead of me at the school). 

Paul Eades 

Getting your expensive new brief case 'kick started' repeatedly until the handle broke and 
then getting a blocking from your parents for not looking after it properly! 

Jim Fairfax - Author 

Yes the briefcase 

Andy Preece 

Somebody slashed my Adidas bag and got called out in assembly! Can't remember his name 
but think it was an Ian .. 

I also remember Ian Fuggle walking in to the window frame where the buns were sold and 
gashing his head! 

Dave Winter 

I'll be honest, I regret not having witnessed that. 

Paul Wapkaplett 

Yeah those bums were mental. So heavy but such sweet cream. 

I also remember the chicken burgers and soft chips. I've never tasted chicken like it but they 
were great 

Martin Podmore 
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I love these memories Jim! I remember you going out with the girl who did German a level 
with us. Was I jealous or what? You were much better looking than me though      

Martin Podmore 

Have I remembered that right Jim? 

Jim Fairfax - Author 

HI Martin, Yes I think you may be right. Could have been Tania or maybe Trudy or 
Lesley. I am not sure I remember their A levels. Remember the days in the Abbey, 
Temple Ewell pubs (George and Dragon) etc. Louis. Happy Days mate. More Bruce 
Willis than Bruce Springsteen these days tho. 

Martin Podmore 

Jim Fairfax yep, Tania, that’s it     . Yep, very happy memories. You were in the year 
above (or 2?) me weren’t you? Still playing rugby? Hod bless, Podders. 

Jim Fairfax - Author 

Sadly not. Played my last game of 5 a side at 54 and now mainly walking the dog or 
occasional cycling. Considering golf. Main activity was watching bands at Booking Hall 
or Louis. All the best mate. BTW I was trying to remember who we called for by Russell 
Gardens- was it Ben Meadows? 

Martin Podmore 

Jim Fairfax i don’t remember a Ben Meadows but my best mate (still now) is Neil ‘Nelly’ 
Waters and he lived in Coxhill Gardens - is that who you’re thinking of? 

Where do you live now matey? 

Go for golf; I love it! 

God bless                  

Tony Lyons 

Jim – Ben lived in the lodge by Russell Gardens. We were mates for years. I used to 
go and visit him at Trent Poly. He lives in New Zealand now. 

Jim Fairfax - Author 

Yeah crossed wires on my part Martin. I do remember you up at Nellie's. My dad still 
lives opposite his dad in Coxhill Gardens. We live in Bridge, I think you and Neil were 
the year below. 

Jim Fairfax - Author 

Tony Lyons I crossed my brain wires there. It was of course Martin Ladbrooke and your 
good self who I would call on Ben with. Remember calling for him and then going for a 
pint in either George and Dragon or the Railway Tavern etc. Happy days mate! 

Tony Lyons 

Martin's still on the manor somewhere I think, not that I've seen him in about 25 years! 
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David Cornelius 

I remember those buns. Probably why I’ve never been stick thin! Those trays full of large 
cream and jam buns coated in icing sugar! 

 

Obituaries 
 
Richard G Spear – 1940 – 47 

By Terry Sutton 

Richard G Spear, at our school from 1941 to about 1947, died in Canada at noon on Friday, 
August 14 in 2020. Always a man of decisive action he had fixed the date with a legal Canadian 
end-of-life organisation. 

Three hours before the appointed date with a lethal injection he rang his oldest friend Terry 
Sutton to say goodbye. 

Said Dick, whose devoted French-born wife died two months earlier, "I am going blind, because 
of the virus lock-down I never get out, and with the world as it is there's not much for me to look 
forward to. 

"Don't worry Terry my end will all be very dignified with my children and grandchildren with me. 
Goodbye." 

Richard Spear, aged 91, was educated at Goldsmiths after leaving DGSB, did a little teaching 
before joining the Palestine Police ( just before the birth of Israel), served in the Customs at 
Heathrow airport (when there were then only prefabricated buildings), before emigrated to 
Canada in 1957 where his first job was car washing. 

His abilities were soon recognised in the international sales and marketing industry in which he 
went to the top. He held senior posts with Procter and Gamble, Coty/Pfizer, and Vice-President 
at Cheseborough-Pond, responsible internationally for sales and marketing. A number of the 
posts brought him, and his opera-singing wife Jeanne, to work and live in the UK. Jeanne also 
held senior posts in the cosmetics and fashion industry. 

On retirement he was snapped up by the American-based International Executive Service 
Corps (IESC) and was their ambassador, at different times, in the Dominican Republic, 
Columbia, Egypt and Jordan. His job in these places was mainly to sort out failing companies 
to make them prosperous. 

Terry adds: ‘All by a brilliant lad who did little work at school but passed exams with flying 
colours. When in the sixth form he used to nick off at lunch time to visit his girlfriend - and never 
got caught!’ 

 
 

 


